Join leading practitioners and researchers at the intersection of computer science, the learning sciences, and human-computer interaction.

ACM is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. A portion of your sponsorship may be tax deductible.

Who Attends Learning @ Scale?

Attendees are top researchers and practitioners from academia and industry, including highly-qualified Ph.D. and undergraduate students, many seeking careers in the learning sciences and educational technology. Your support gives you access to this select cross-section of the community via:

- Tabletop Exhibit Space
- Logo and Branding Opportunities
- Recruiting
- Networking

For inquiries, contact Yan Timanovsky at ACM:
timanovsky@hq.acm.org
1-212-626-0515

Supporter Levels and Benefits

| Benefits | Platinum (2 available) | Gold (1 available) | Silver | Bronze | Copper

| Invited Presentation* | ✔ | | | | |
| Access to Pre-Event Attendee List (Name, Title, and Affiliation) | | ✔ | | | |
| Exhibit Table with Power and WiFi | | | | ✔ | |
| Collateral in Attendee Package | | | | | ✔ |
| Logo and Link on Event Web Site and Conference Signage | | | | | | ✔ |
| Sponsorship of a Session / Event | | | | | |
| Included Conference Passes | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 1 |
| Supporter Level | $20,000 | $10,000 | $5,000 | $2,500 | $1,000 |

* Invited presentation must be topical to L@S and have substantive technical content of interest to attendees. May be subject to final approval by Program Chair.

ª Copper Level is offered for Small Ed-Tech Companies that would like to attend and have an opportunity to showcase their products. May be subject to Program Chair.

Past Supporters

ORACLE for Research
Google Research
Microsoft Research
Schmidt Futures
INTELLUM
Coursera
Instructure
gradescope
SAP
edX
Microsoft Research
Pearson
NSF
Amazon
UCLA
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Edinburgh
University of Sydney
University of Virginia
University of Tokyo
ACT
University of Washington
Udacity
University of Tokyo
University of Virginia
University of Washington
Udacity

Attendance

Since 2014, yearly attendance has generally ranged from 140 to 347 people, divided between faculty, industry, and students:

- Industry: 32%
- Faculty: 22%
- Students: 46%